2* The pseudoinverse of an operator, its adjoint, and related results* In this section we define the concept of the "pseudo-inverse" of an operator which is of particular interest in this paper. We then follow with some basic results which the "pseudo-inverse" shares. In order to define the pseudo-inverse of an operator, it is convenient to introduce the ordered pair definition of a linear transformation. We begin as follows:
Consider a Hilbert-Space §{f' and a Hilbert-Space £{f" and let f = ^f f x 3{f" be their Cartesian product. Clearly JTisa Hubert Space with inner product being the sum of the inner products of £if and Sίf". Let se% = 3if' x {0}, ,%f' = {0} x Sίf". <%f and Jg?" are isomorphic replicas of Sίf' and £ίf" respectively. Suppose Szf is a closed linear subspace of Sίf. Denote an element of j& S ^f by: {x, y}, where x e Sίf' and y e Sίf".
If S/ Π £ίfj' = 0, then s/ defines a linear transformation from f 1 into 3(f"\ For, if {x, yj and {x, y 2 } are elements of J&, then {0,2/i -yz\e S>f, i.e., y 1 = y 2 . We denote this linear transformation by A. Furthermore, since j^f is closed, the transformation A is closed.
If J^1 Π ^f 0 ' = 0, then A is in fact dense. For, suppose not; then there exists {x 0 , 0} e Jg?', ^0 -1 i^k, ^0 ^ 0. Furthermore, {x 0 , 0} e . But this contradicts the fact that j^1 Π ^ = 0. In a like manner, J^1 defines a linear transformation -A* from " to <^\ Summarizing, we have the following: If (2.1) then sf defines a closed linear transformation A from 3ίf' to ^". If 11 then A is dense and J^1 defines a dense linear transformation -A* from JT" to 3if'.
Suppose that the relations (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. Let Observe that when §ίf is decomposed as in (2.5) , J^£ + <& completely determines the operator A and j^J* + ^* completely determines its adjoint A*.
Rearranging (2.5), we have (2.6) <sr = J*' + J^1 = (J*J + ΐf *)
The linear subspace J^;* + ^ defines an operator A" 1 from to ^^' called the pseudo-inverse or generalized reciprocal of A. The linear subspace J^ + ^* defines the operator -A! from Sίf'lo £%*". The operator A' is the pseudo-inverse of the adjoint, A*" 1 of A. We call A' the ^-reciprocal of A. We observe that A and A' both take £ίf' into <%•*" while A* and A" 1 both take £ίf" into ^'. Summarizing, we have the following: PROPOSITION The preceding representation has been suggested by M. R. Hestenes, and the propositions above can be found in the reference [3] . For additional work using these concepts, the reference [1] 3* Theorems about an operator A and its *-reciprocal A'. In this section we are concerned with theorems which connect an operator A and its *-reciprocal A!. Some of the theorems will be results which relate different norms to each other, i.e., theorems regarding the equivalence of topologies. We also characterize the domain of the operator A! in terms of the operator A.
We begin with the following lemma, which is a "generalized" Schwarz inequality similar to that used by P. Lax in [5] and M. Schechter in [6] . This will prove useful later on.
Let Therefore, by the definition of the adjoint of A~\ we get
Hence y is in ϋ^, and (3.9) SS^.
Combining (3.5) and (3.9) , we arrive at the theorem. The following corollary is a variation of a theorem which appears in the reference [5] . The theorem, as it appears in [5] , is a Differentiability Theorem which aids in the determination of regularity of solutions of elliptic partial differential equations. We will use these results in § 7 to get strong solutions of elliptic differential equations from weak solutions. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that y is in ^,. To obtain (3.10), write x = A" 1^, where 2 e <2f ± -u Then
Taking the supremum over all x e <^Λ, (3.10) follows from (3.11).
REMARK. Lemma 3.1 follows immediately from (3.10).
In the coming sections the formula (3.10) for ||A'2/II will be very useful in defining negative norms in the theory of partial differential equations. We continue with THEOREM 
Clearly, this is well defined and satisfies the requirements for an "inner product". We observe that if x e £& A , y e 2& A ,, then (x, yy = (x, y) , the ordinary inner product in ^f. We immediately obtain the following theorems which are similar to those obtained by P. Therefore l(y) -ζx, yy where x e £ίf A and the theorem is complete.
5* An example* In this section we present an example that will serve to illustrate some of the definitions and theorems from preceding sections. Part of the example appears in the reference [3] .
Let ^^ be the class of all real valued Lebesgue square integrable functions x(t u t 2 ) on the square 0 ^ t 1 S π> 0 <g t 2 ^ π. Then £ίf is a Hubert Space over the real numbers with inner product given by π Γπ
Suppose that j&f is now the subclass of £έf having the following properties:
( i) x(t l9 1 2 ) is absolutely continuous in t ± on 0 S t ι ^ π for almost all t 2 on 0 ^ t 2 ^ π and is absolutely continuous in t 2 on 0 5Ξ t 2 ^ π for almost all t x on 0 g t ± ^ π.
(ii) The partial derivatives x h and x H which exist almost everywhere are in and convergence is in the mean of order two. where the sums are taken in the mean of order two on the interval 0 ^ s ^π,0^ti^π;i = l,2. Define (8, t 
K 1 (8,t) = G. ι (8,t) = G tl (t,s) { } K 2 (s, t) = G S2 (s, t) = G ti (t, s) lίy = (Vu

G H {s, t) = Kfa t) --Hl{(8, t) -H«(8, t)
( * } G u
) = ^(ί, 8) --H*{8, t) -H%{8, t)
for i = 1, 2. The one-dimensional analogue of the above example with A being the differential operator d/dt follows similarly.
6. The operators G k , G' k and negative norms. In order to define ellipticity in terms of certain operators in Hubert Space it is convenient at this time to define a new operator which we denote by G k . This operator has been introduced by M. R. Hestenes in his paper [3] . We proceed as follows:
Let 
(t) = xi(t), then x j a {t) = D a x j (t).
The subspace ^f then consists of those functions and all their derivatives up to order k which are in J2^\ Hence, a mapping is defined from ^f Q n to £f k n which maps a function x o (t) into the set consisting of x o (t) and all of its derivatives of order less than or equal to k. We call this mapping G k . The range & βk of G k is &f% and the domain 3t &k of G k is the projection of 2$% on ^%. By the way we have defined G k , it is clear that G k is a closed and dense linear transformation from ^f o n to ^f k n . The operator G fc is one-to-one, i.e., the null space of G k is zero. We note that G o = J, the identity mapping.
In recent years several authors have introduced the "negative norms" in order to deal with problems in Elliptic Partial-Differential Equations. See, for example, the references [5] and [6] , P. Lax and M. Schechter have used the following definition for the "negative norms." For x e C°°, (6.2) \\x\\_ k i^1
2/11*
where the supremum is taken over all y e C°°. Here (x, y) denotes the ordinary ^f-inner product and \\y\\ k the Dirichlet norm
Observe that (6.4) \\G k y\\ = \\y\\ k .
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The interesting relation between the "negative norms" and the operator G k is expressed in the following
The proof follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. We denote the Hubert Spaces which are the completions of the C°°-f unctions under the G k norm and G k norm by £έf k and 3ίfL k respectively.
Using the relations that we have derived between 3ίf A and 3(f A , in § 4 for an arbitrary operator A, we observe that for A = G k and A' = G' k , the range of the operator G k , which is the subspace 2$ k of £f k n , is in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of ^f k as well as with the elements of 3ίf_ k . Similarly, the closure of the range of Gfc, which is also £&%, is in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of ^f k as well as with the elements of ^f_ k . The norm of the elements in gff h and in §ίf_ k is taken to be the ordinary Dirichlet norm.
Finally, we observe that the elements in 3ίf k are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements in 7* Another definition of ellipticity* We begin by defining the concept of ellipticity as is done most often in the literature. We do this for systems of equations.
As before, let Ω be a bounded, connected, open set in Euclidean m-space and denote its boundary by dΩ. For the present we will make no assumptions on the boundary. Here and elsewhere, unless otherwise indicated, repeated indices will be summed on. Consider the system
By the principal part of A°x will be meant
A is said to be elliptic if at each point t e Ω, 
. We observe here that when one function x(t) is involved, it is unnecessary to introduce the η = (η\ , ψ). We now wish to define ellipticity in a different way than it was defined above. We then proceed to explain the relationship between this definition and the other. The following definition is advantageous in the sense that it deals with the properties of operators in Hubert Space. Cf. [3] , page 1355. We begin as follows:
Let C be a bounded operator from 2$% (k > 0) to a Hubert Spape Suppose that B k is a closed and dense "restriction" of G k in = .2?*. The product A k == CB k defines a dense linear transformation. We will say that A k is an elliptic operator of order k if A k is closed.
An example of a "restriction" of G k is the following: Suppose B k is defined to be G k operating on the closure of the subclass of j£f k n , whose elements are continuous and have x£(t) = 0, | a | < k on the boundary of Ω. We will see at the end of this section how this particular "restriction" is in fact one which is essential in order to relate this definition of ellipticity to the classical one.
Another example of B k is the "restriction" of G k to all those functions which can be extended to be periodic functions on a given period-parallelogram. We will have occasion to use this in Theorem 7.3.
The next theorem characterizes elliptic operators and can be used as an equivalent definition for them. Cf. [3] Therefore, A k is closed. Conversely, suppose A k = CB k is closed. Consider the mapping of the pairs {(x, B k x)} in the product-space (7.14) 10 C:
The operator 10 C is a bounded, one-to-one mapping of the subspace {(x, B k x)} onto the subspace {(x, A k x)}. where h 4 -|| C|| is greater than zero. Combining (7.18) and (7.19), we obtain
The above corollary expresses the following important statement, namely, that if A k is an elliptic operator of order k whose null space is zero, then ||A fc &|| and ||jB fc ίc|| are equivalent norms where B k is a closed and dense restriction of G k , and so the knowledge of G k relays much about the nature of A k .
The following theorem illustrates the relationship between the classical definition of ellipticity and the above definition. It is to be found in the references [3] Theorem 7.2 states that ellipticity in the classical sense is equivalent to ellipticity in this "new" sense if B k is restricted to those functions whose derivatives up to order k vanish on the boundary of Ω.
An application of the definition of ellipticity is that of gaining strong solutions from "weak solutions" in elliptic partial differential equations. First we need DEFINITION 7.1. If A is an elliptic operator, then x is said to be a weak solution of Ax = y if (7.22) [x, A*u) = [y, u) for every u in the domain & A * of A*. Normally, the set {u} is not the whole domain of A* but is such that the closure of the restriction of A* to {u} is A* itself. In applications, there usually exists a set of functions of class C°° of this type.
As an application of some of the preceding results we prove the existence of strong solutions from weak solutions. We assume the underlying domain is a period-parallelogram. THEOREM As a more substantial application using the operators G k and G' k , one can get existence and regularity theory for certain classes of partial differential equations by using the methods of P. Lax [6] , For a treatment of this, see [5] .
